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Introduction1. 

This manual describes the various dialogs and func-

tions available in the Graphical Interface Manager 

(GIM) of the MyM package. Please refer to the Get-

ting Started [3] for a general overview. 

This manual is not intended to be read from start to 

fi nish, as it consists of a collation of individual help 

documents that can be directly accessed from the 

GIM (by pressing F1 while pointing to an interface 

item). As these help documents are fairly indepen-

dent of each other, they are rather redundant when 

put together. 

Developer versions of MyM are available for Win-

dows XP and higher. They require the Visual Studio 

2005 compiler. 

Runtime versions run on Windows without any aux-

iliary software. On-line documentation is provided 

by a built in HTML browser.

What is new in version 6
Version 6 is a completely new version of the GIM. 

Most things have remained the same. We will out-

line the diff erences in the next paragraphs

Menus
The menubar has been reorganized.• 

Menus that were previously only available • 

through shortcuts have a place in the menubar.

The magic context menu in the screen’s bor-• 

der was removed, and is now available in the 

menubar.

“Show arrows” was renamed to Dependencies.• 

New menu: Check for Updates, which checks if • 

there is a new version available of the software.
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Interaction 
M_QUICKSHIFT is not supported anymore.• 

It is now replaced by the doubleclick function of 

the mouse.

Doubleclick corresponds to opening/closing a • 

widget and Shift+Doubleclick zooms in and out.

Design mode is now really a design mode, i.e. • 

you can not edit a graph or slider when you are 

not in use mode. 

There is a visual indication when you resize an • 

object.

The context menu in a graph was simplifi ed. The • 

option drag graph/scale x,y was removed. The 

user can adjust these settings in the Domain and 

Range Dialog.

When editing a graph, the coordinates x,y, are • 

shown in the status bar instead of in the graph 

itself.

The time is not shown in the header of a widget • 

anymore, if the Time Manager is visible.

Dialogs
All dialogs are shown and remain on top of the • 

viewer.

GIM has now its own HTML Browser built in.• 

Dialogs do not close when the user switches • 

from Design to Use mode. Only the advanced 

panel is hidden.

In the Range Dialog, Qualifi ers are shown in the • 

advanced panel.

All templates can be selected with a Combobox, • 

thus the user can either type a name or select it 

from the list.

The cancel button in the Qualifi er panel has • 

been deleted.

In the Dimension Dialog, the color of a class is • 

now also shown in the class selection list, giving 

the user a visual feedback on what is selectable. 

The Table editor has been improved, values can • 

be edited directly in the cells.

The option “Single Dialog” has been removed in • 

the Viewer Options Dialog.
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Views
In previous MyM versions, views were split, • 

but using the same view structure. In version 

6, views are split by creating a copy of the view. 

Thus splitting views will result in more views in 

the View Manager.

Note to old users
You must recompile your old MyM models, other-

wise models will fail to load in version 6. Also, gif 

pictures are not supported anymore, please convert 

them into jpeg or png.

 Ways to start GIM
There are two ways to start GIM:

Type MGIM on the command-line or use the • 

File-Manager and double-click MGIM.EXE.

Double click a MyM model (extension .mdl). • 

The GIM is the default open action for compiled 

MyM models.

On the  command-line various  option fl ags can be 

used:� � � � �
modelname

� � �� option

�
arg

� � �� �	 
�• 

Prints the available options. Always do this fi rst, 

options may have changed.� � � 	 •  view_name 

Loads the view view_name. It is possible to load 

more than one view by using this option multiple 

times.� �� �•  

Has been changed from the previous version, 

where it was used to select the browser. Now the 

argument behind -htm is ignored. The GIM has 

it’s own integrated HTML browser.� � � � � �• 

Turns the  interpolation option off . The default 

value is “on.
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� � � � � �• 

Prevents the simulator from running (which is 

the default) during startup.� � �� �•  � � �

 changes the default size of the Model 

Viewer.� � � � �•  scen_name

Loads the (previously) stored scenario called 

scen_name� � � � �  

•  scen_name

Initially the scenario that is in memory during 

startup is called Default. You can change this 

initial name by using this option.� ! � " � � � �• 

Prints the version of MyM

On-line documentation 
MyM provides on-line help for both system and  

model documentation. Documentation must 

conform to the HTML standard for hypertext 

documentation. As this is the standard used on the 

Web, MyM documentation can be explored using 

any HTML browser ( Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari 

etc.). 

 Help is called up by placing the mouse on the item 

of interest and hitting the F1 key. If the item is a 

model component (i.e some item in the Viewer), the 

help viewer chosen will show documentation pro-

vided by the model developer for that item when the 

user presses F1. If the mouse is on a certain dialog 

item in GIM, the appropriate entry in this manual 

will be presented. Other manuals for MyM are also 

available on-line ( MyM Language Reference manual 

[1], MyM Language Tutorial [2]). 

This version of MyM provides its own Help browser. 
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Manual outline
The base of the graphical user interface is formed 

by the Viewer. In the viewer the designer can create 

an interface to the model. The model developer can 

debug the model visually. The end user can run the 

model with predefi ned user interfaces.

First we introduce GIM’s Viewer, followed by a 

description of the components of the Designer, the 

other important component of GIM’s viewer. With 

the Designer, the modeller can create multiple inter-

faces to any MyM model.

The last part of the manual states other useful infor-

mation like GIM’s on-line documentation systems, 

a more thorough introduction to views and their 

use, scenarios, and the macro language available for 

GIM.
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GIM Viewer 2. 

The Viewer provides a window for any number of 

views on a particular model. A view consists of 

a number of widgets for model variables. In the 

simplest view, all widgets in a view are displayed at 

the same level, providing a kind of dashboard of the 

model. 

Widgets can be opened or closed. To inspect a 

graph more closely a widget can be blown up to full 

window-size by zooming in and input widgets can 

be manipulated to change the value of the corre-

sponding model variable. 

As models become larger, the need for more 

structure will arise. This structure can be added 

by organizing widgets into subsets. By repeating 

this process at diff erent levels, a hierarchy of strict 

subsets (i.e. a tree) can be created. Views can thus 

be set up as modular block diagrams which can be 

explored by zooming in on specifi c submodules. 

To allow multiple views to be displayed and manipu-

lated simultaneously, the Viewer window can be 

split into any number of non-overlapping panels. 

Each of these panels provides a separate view on 

the model. There are three situations where this can 

come in handy:

a) As an end user you would like to see the same 

view with diff erent scenario data in the 2 panels 

side by side.

b) As an end user you would like to see 2 diff erent 

views (thus 2 diff erent viewpoints) on the same 

model side by side,.

c) You would like to have the same view with the 

same data, but you would like to see diff erent 

levels of detail in both.

The widgets displayed by the Viewer are controlled 

by direct manipulation through mouse actions. The 

menubar at the top of the MyM Viewer provides ac-

cess to a number of tools for more general actions. 
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Menubar3.  

GIM’s Viewer consists of two parts: 

a menubar and • 

the part where the actual interface is located.• 

By clicking the underlined letter together with the 

Alt key on your keyboard anywhere in the Viewer, the 

corresponding menu rolls down and you can select 

any menu item. E.g. Alt+F opens the File roll-down 

menu.

The rolldown menus are described in succession:

File
Open Model•  - Loads another model in GIM’s 

Viewer. 

Print•   - Prints the view(s) currently displayed in 

the Model Viewer in the active Screen.

Exit• 

Mode
Design • — Changes the mode of the Viewer to 

designer. By selecting Design the more advanced 

options in the dialogs become avialable and the 

view can be edited by editing or adding widgets 

to the views displayed.

Use • — Switches the mode of the Viewer to 

Use. In use mode you can present your model, 

without having the possibility to change shapes, 

positions or linkages.

Freeze • — When a model value (e.g. a graph) is 

changed, the model will immediately be run and 

the new calculated values of the model in GIM’s 

viewer. If you want to edit multiple variables in 
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the model without an update after each adjust-

ment, you should press the Freeze button. The 

views do not show a consistent picture anymore. 

If you unmark the Freeze button the model will 

run and show the consistent state of the model 

for the edited values.

Break•  — The break option breaks into the simu-

lation and stops it. 

Most simulations in GIM run instantly when a 

user changes a value and give immediate feed-

back. GIM also off ers you the possibility to show 

intermediate states while running the simulation 

and break the simulation. 

 New
Container • — Enables the mode to add a contain-

er widget to the graphical user interface.

Variable • — Opens the Variable Manager ( See 

 section “Adding Widgets” on page 40 ) where 

you can select the model variables to be added 

to the selected view.

Selector • — Enables the mode to add a selector 

widget to a view. A selector widget is linked to 

a model variable’s dimension. If it is linked it 

serves as a radio or push button button box for 

the classes in that dimension.
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E dit
Layout • — Opens the “Layout Dialog” (see  sec-

tion “Layout Dialog” on page 46 ). This Dialog is 

only available in Design mode.

Domain • — Opens the “Domain Dialog” (see 

 section “Domain Dialog” on page 50 ). The 

Domain Dialog consists of two parts. One part 

that is always visible and editable, and a more 

advanced panel that is only visible in Design 

mode.

Dimension • — Opens the “Dimension Dialog” 

(see  section “Dimension Dialog” on page 52 ). 

In the Dimension Dialog other selections can 

be made and the attributes of the classes can 

be changed. This Dialog also has a basic and a 

more advanced panel that is only accessible in 

design mode.

Range • — Opens the “Range Dialog” ( section 

“Range Dialog” on page 55 ). In the Range Dialog 

you can edit the range of the model variable and 

design mode qualifi ers can be added or changed.

Widget • — Opens the “Widget Dialog” (see  sec-

tion “Widget Dialog” on page 44 ). In the Widget 

Dialog you can change the graphical presenta-

tion of the model variable or container.

Copy•   — Selects the currently selected widget to 

be the prototype for copying. For more informa-

tion about how to copy widget attributes consult 

 section “Copying Attributes” on page 61 .

Paste • — Pastes the selected attributes from the 

prototype widget to the selected widget.

Delete • — Deletes the selected widget. Delete 

only applies to a single widget.

Tools
 • Scenario Manager (See  section “Scenario Man-

ager” on page 29 ) — The Scenario manager 

allows users to load and save scenario data sets.

Time Manager • — Replays a model run (See 

 section “Time Manager” on page 34 ). The Time 

Manager displays the current time in de GIM 

Viewer.

 • Equation swatch — Shows the equation for a 

variable as specifi ed in the underlying simulation 

model. Not available for non-model variables or 

input variables.
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Table Editor • — Opens the table editor for a 

model variable. If the variable is not an input 

variable the commit button in the table editor is 

disabled.

 View
 • Loa d — Loads a view in the current selected 

screen.

 • Save  — Shows the on-line reference manual

 • View Manager - Load and save views from disk 

(See  section “View Manager” on page 23 ).

 • New — Creates a new empty view.

 • Default — Creates a default view from all 

variables available and create a new view in the 

current selected screen.

 • Next — Selects the next available view.

 • Previous — Selects the previous available view.

 • Dependencies — Checkable option that shows 

or hides model based variable dependencies by 

drawing arrows between the variables.

 Options
 • Model — Shows the model specifi c options.

 • Viewer — Shows the viewer specifi c options.

 • Save — Saves the options to fi le in 

modelname.mopl.

  Help
Viewer•   — Shows the on-line GIM reference 

manual.

Language•  — Shows the on-line MyM Language 

Reference Manual.

About•   — Shows the about notes.

 • Check for updates — Checks if there is a newer 

version available.
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Exploring and using a model4. 

To explore and use a model, the model and at least 

one view for that model should be loaded. A View 

is graphical representation of the model, where the 

model variables can be organized in containers.

Run-time versions of MyM models will normally 

start up with model and view(s) already loaded. 

Use the Model and View Managers if this is not the 

case, if no view has been selected or if a new view is 

desired. To use the model, make sure that the GIM 

is in Use mode (check under the Mode menu).

Opening a model 
Unless you are using a GIM in which the model has 

been statically linked (see Getting Started manual), 

you can switch between models in the GIM. Select 

the Open Model... menu item in the File roll-down 

menu in the menu bar. A fi le browser appears where 

you can select a MyM model. MyM models have the 

extension .mdl.

If a new MyM model is selected in the Open model 

dialog, all memory occupied by the previous model 

is cleared, including views, datasets etc.

Another way to open a model is to use the model 

as command-line argument during startup. You 

can link the GIM to a MyM model by providing the 

modelname as fi rst agument.
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Mouse Actions 
The basic mouse actions are:

LEFT• 

Select and resize a Widget, edit a Graph

RIGHT• 

Pop-up menu 

DOUBLE CLICK• 

Open / Close the Widget

Shift+DOUBLE CLICK• 

Zoom in / Zoom out

MIDDLE (Alt-Left under Windows)•  

Move a widget. Only available in Design mode.

The Pop-menu depends on the state of the widget 

(opened or closed for instance). It may contain the 

following options:

Close•  

Open•  

 • Open All — Opens all widgets in the selected 

container.

 • Close All — Closes all widgets in the container.

 • Reset — Resets all data in container to their 

default values.

 • Load... — Loads a fi le with MyM data, resetting 

all variables contained in this widget and for 

which new values are found in the fi le.

 • Save... — Saves all variables in container to fi le 

in MyM data format.
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When the mouse is on the data area of a selected 

widget, the menu can contain a number of options 

that change the behaviour of Mouse-LEFT:

  • Show value — Prints the X and Y value at the 

mouse cursor.

 • Edit Free — Edits individual values by dragging 

them. 

 • Edit Line — Edits values by dragging the fi rst and 

last value and linearly interpolating any interme-

diate values.

 • Edit Expo — Edits values by dragging fi rst and 

last value and exponentially interpolating inter-

mediate values.

Table edit•  — Pops up the Table editor for a se-

lected model variable.

These various edit modes are only available for input 

variables, i.e. variables that do not depend on other 

variables (and that have not been “frozen” by the 

designer of this view). 

Only those points on an input graph can be edited 

for which a default value has been specifi ed. So if 

the model builder has only specifi ed default values 

for the start and end time points, the user can only 

change those two and all intermediate steps will be 

set by GIM using linear interpolation.
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Keyboard action 
Currently several  short-cuts can be used to speed up 

interaction. The keys that are supported include:

Ctrl+A• — Pops up Domain Dialog.

Ctrl+B•  —  Interrupts simulator while running.

Ctrl+C•  —  Selects prototype for copying widget 

attributes.

Ctrl+D • — Switch to design mode.

Ctrl+E•  — Shows the formula.

Ctrl+F•  — Toggles the freeze mode on/off .

Ctrl+G•  — Pops up Viewer Options Dialog.

Ctrl+I•  — Pops up Dimension Dialog.

Ctrl+L•  — Pops up Layout Dialog.

Ctrl+M•  — Pops up the Model Manager Dialog.

Ctrl+N•  — Shows the next view in the Model 

Viewer.

Ctrl+O•  — Loads a view

Ctrl+P•  — Displays the Print Setup Dialog.

Ctrl+R•  — Pops up Range Dialog.

Ctrl+S • — Saves a view

Ctrl+T•  — Pops up the Time Manager.

Ctrl+U•  — Switch to use mode.

Ctrl+V•  — Pastes selected attibutes from proto-

type widget to selected widget.

Ctrl+W•  — Pops up Widget Dialog.

Ctrl+X•  — Deletes selected widget

Ctrl+Y•  — Pops up the View Manager. For more 

information on GIM’s Viewer consult  section 

“View Manager” on page 23 .

SHIFT+Ctrl+P•  — Opens the previous view in row 

(as listed in the view manager) for the selected 

panel.

Ctrl+TAB•  — Opens the next view in line for the 

selected panel.

F1•  —  Shows help information. If the F1 key is 

pressed inside the Model Viewer, any informa-

tion enterd by the designer of the view is dis-

played in the helpviewer. If the F1 key is pushed 

inside a GIM system dialog, help for that dialog 

and items is displayed in the helpviewer.
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 View M5.  anager

The View Manager is used to load views from disk, 

to save views that have been changed to disk and 

to select or unload views that are already loaded in 

memory (Note: the view is deleted from memory, 

not from disk!). The View Manager is called up by 

selecting the View Manager item in the View roll-

down menu in the menubar.

The selector shows all currently loaded views, using 

colored highlighting for the view selected in the 

active panel. The views that are currently visible on 

the screen are indicating by a dark gray background. 

Only views that have no highlighting can be se-

lected.

The name of this view is also shown in the View 

name input box at the bottom of the View Manager. 

Views are stored on disk in a special MyM format. 

This fi le should not be altered by the user. A  view 

defi nition fi le has extension .VDF and contains infor-

mation about the widgets in a view, their attributes 

and the references and descriptions of the templates 

used.
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Select 
To select another view simply select the entry in the 

browser and click on Select. If you want to select a 

view for another panel, fi rst click on a widget in that 

panel to update the list.

Unload 
A view can be removed from memory by selecting 

it and clicking on Unload. At least one view has to 

remain in memory.

 Load...
To load a view from disk, click on Load... to call up 

the File Selector. If a view is loaded for a model that 

has been changed, the descriptions for the widgets 

or templates might not be up to date. The View 

Manager tries to fi x the problems that occur. 

Save... 
Views can be (re)stored on disk by selecting the view 

to be saved and clicking on Save to call up the File 

Browser.

Dismiss
Closes the view manager by pressing Dismiss.
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Printing a View6. 

To make a hardcopy of an interface click on Print 

item in the File roll-down menu in the menubar. 

Print sends the image on screen to the installed 

Printers. 

Use zooming to select a subset of widgets if desired. 

If you want to use the output for editing, you should 

send the output to a postscript printer and then se-

lect a fi le, or send it directly to a postscript printer, 

like Adobe’s Acrobat or e.g. CutePDF writer.
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Model Options 7.   

The model options dialog controls the settings of 

the simulator. Use the model manager to change the 

domain attributes of the variables in the model. The 

settings that are displayed in this dialog are from the 

domain variable chosen in the Domains choice at the 

top of the dialog.

 Domains
The Domains choice displays one domain from the 

lists of domains that are used in the currently loaded 

model. Click on the choice with the left mouse but-

ton to select another domain variable. 

 Minimum
Defi nes the minimum of the simulation time. This 

minimum refers to all domains and can not be 

changed for one simulation domain only. If you want 

to defi ne a new minimum just type the new value.

 Maximum
Defi nes the maximum of the simulation time. This 

maximum defi nes the maximum value for all simula-

tion domains in the model.
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 Step
The step size determines the step for which the 

currently selected domain in Domains is calculated. 

Type the new value to change the value.

 Sample
Sample determines the size for which data of the 

currently selected domain in Domains is stored. 

Sample can be a multiple of Step. Change the value 

by typing a new value.

 Method
Currently four integration methods are supported, 

i.e. Euler, RK2, RK4, and RK5, an adaptive step-size 

algorithm. For more information about the integra-

tion methods consult the Mym Language Reference 

manual.

 Scenario
MyM has the ability to load and run multiple 

scenarios. With the Scenario choice you can select 

for which scenario you want to run the model. By 

default this choice is set to the scenario that cor-

responds with the selected panel.

 Run
If you have changed some settings for any simula-

tion domain you should press the Run button to 

simulate the model with its new settings.

Ok
If you click on Ok the Model Manager disappears.
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Viewer 8.   Options

The Viewer Option dialog has toggles for the follow-

ing options:

 Interpolation
Interpolation determines if intermediate values 

should be interpolated in case they are not known. 

Otherwise discrete values are used.

 Zoom
The Zoom factor determines the number of inter-

mediate frames drawn while zooming. Set to zero, 

no intermediate frames are drawn.

 Save after
GIM provides an auto save mechanism for views. 

Change the value for Save after by typing the new 

desired number of minutes between two saves. If 

the number of minutes is set to zero, auto saving is 

disabled.

Close
The option panel disappears by clicking on Close.
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 Scenario 9.  Manager

The scenario manager gives you the option to load 

multiple scenarios (see  section “Scenarios” on page 

64 ) in the GIM Viewer, unload scenarios, select and 

save scenarios. All scenarios stored on disk can 

be shown in the GIM Viewer by loading them into 

memory, with a maximum of 10 simultaneously. 

At start up the Scenario Manager highlights the 

selected scenario for the currently selected panel in 

the GIM Viewer. 

Graphs and Bar-charts have an additional scenario 

dimension. Use this to display multiple scenarios in 

one graph.

 Load...
Opens the Load Scenario Dialog. All scenarios previ-

ously saved are listed in this dialog by their labels. 

Consult the  section “Load Scenario Dialog” on page 

31  for more information.

 Select
Selects the selected scenario in the Scenario Man-

ager to be displayed in the current selected panel 

in the GIM Viewer. All scenarios that are listed in 

the Scenario browser can be selected for display. If 

a scenario is not present use the Load... button to 

load the chosen scenario into memory.
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 Save...
Saves the currently selected scenario in the scenario 

Manager to disk. If you press the Save button a 

Save Scenario Dialog ( See  section “Save Scenario 

Dialog” on page 32 ) appears which you have to fi ll 

out. In this dialog you have to fi ll out the name, 

label, author, help document, color, and date. This 

information is stored and can be retrieved during a 

load scenario operation.

 Unload
Unloads a loaded scenario from memory. All mem-

ory occupied by the selected scenario is freed and 

the scenario is removed from the list shown in the 

Scenario Manager. If the selected scenario is viewed 

in any panel in the GIM’s Viewer, these panels will 

show the next scenario in the scenario list. 

OK
Closes the Scenario Manager.
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 Load Scenario 10.  Dialog

The Load Scenario Dialog gives you the ability to 

add scenarios to the list of loaded scenarios (see 

 section “Scenarios” on page 64 ) in GIM’s Scenario 

manager. Only the scenarios that are displayed in 

GIM’s Scenario Manager can be viewed and com-

pared in GIM’s Viewer. 

 Available Scenarios
All scenarios that can be loaded are listed in this 

browser. The selected current scenario for load-

ing is indicated by a high-lighted bar. By selecting 

any other entry in the browser you can load other 

scenarios.

Cancel
Closes the Load Scenario Dialog and does not load 

a scenario into memory.

Load
Loads the currently selected scenario into memory. 

All details of the scenario that were saved during 

Save Scenario are restored and used. For example, 

the color of the scenario is used to draw graphs with 

the corresponding legend.
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 Save Scenario 11.  Dialog

The Save scenario dialog appears if you press the 

Save... button in GIM’s Scenario Manager. In the 

Save Scenario you have to fi ll out the details of the 

scenario (see  section “Scenarios” on page 64 ), 

selected for saving. You have to fi ll out the following 

meta information:

Name 
The name is a string that is passed on as the value 

for the $1 parameter in the  scenario template. It can 

be used to index the saved scenarios. This name 

should be unique and appropriate).

 Label
The label is used to show a more informative label 

than the name used for indexing. This label should 

typically be something like: “Baseline scenario 

Global CO
2
 1%”. NOTE: Spaces are allowed.

 Author
To see who created a scenario.

 Date
To enter the current date change the string in the 

Date input fi eld.

Help 
You can document your scenario more detailed in a 

help document. This document should confi rm to 

the HTML-standard. Type the name of the scenario 

help document in the Help input fi eld.

 Color
The color represents the color that is used to rep-

resent a scenario in a legend for a graph. You can 

change the default color by clicking on the the Color 

button. GIM’s Colormap Browser appears where you 

can select another color. 

Cancel
If you press the Cancel button, all changes are dis-

carded and the Save Scenario dialog disappears.
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Save
If you press the Confi rm button, the current selected 

scenario is saved with the arguments fi lled out in 

the Save Scenario dialog.

After all information is saved you will return to 

GIM’s Scenario Dialog.
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 Time Manager12. 

The Video or Time Manager is a DVD-player inter-

face to step through the simulation time and ani-

mate the model results.

The Time Manager is built up from two panels. The 

fi rst panel only displays the current time for which 

the data is displayed in the Model Viewer and the 

DVD-player like controls to step through the time 

axis.

The second panel of the time control contains ad-

ditional sliders to control the start time, stop time, 

speed of animation and a toggle whether to cycle 

through time or not.

By pressing the more button the second panel with 

the more advanced controls are visible. At this point 

the more button turns into a less button, which if 

pressed hides the second panel.

Current time
The time step currently displayed in the Model 

viewer. Click on Next or Previous to advance or play 

back to another frame at a time.

DVD-player controls 
These buttons have a similar meaning to the but-

tons found on DVD players.

Reverse
Changes the play mode of the Time Manager. If 

the Time Manager is in play mode, the mode will 

change into Backward play and vice versa if the cur-

rent mode is backward play. 
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Backward Play
If the Time Manager is in Backward play mode, the 

time will step to previous time frames. The step is 

determined by the speed factor and the minimal 

time step of the simulation (if speed=100).

Play
Starts playing if it is stopped or paused. The time 

is updated with a step that is determined by the 

minimal simulation time step in the model and the 

speed selected in Speed.

Pause
Toggle button that causes the Time Manager to 

pause playing. Press Pause again to resume playing.

Previous
Skips the current time to a previous time frame. 

The previous time frame is a multiple of the current 

speed factor and the minimal simulation step for 

the domain t. 

Next
Navigates to the next time frame on the time-bar. 

The next time frame is determined by the step value 

which is a multiple of Speed and the minimal simu-

lation time step.

Stop
Stops playing and resets time to the fi rst time frame 

defi ned by Start.
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Advanced Time Controls
The sliders and buttons that set the more advanced 

time manager settings are put in a separate panel. 

This panel appears if the ’>>’ button is pressed. 

Repeat
If the toggle repeat button is on, the Time Manager 

is put in repeat mode. Repeat causes the Time Man-

ager to repeat continuously within the range of time, 

provided that the Pause toggle is not ‘on’.

Start time
The time from which to start playing.

Stop time
The value at which animation should stop.

Speed
The speed can be varied between 0 and 200 per-

cent. Higher numbers equal higher speeds. If the 

speed equals 100%, the step-size for sequential 

frames is the minimum time step defi ned in the 

model. To change the speed, use the slider or enter 

a specifi c value.
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Designing Views13. 

GIM’s Viewer can operate in two modes, i.e.  Design 

and  Use mode. The mode is changed by selecting 

the corresponding toggle in the Mode roll-down 

menu in the Viewer’s menubar. 

In Use mode the model is typically demonstrated or 

used by end-users that work with predefi ned inter-

faces (views).

In Design mode the views for the model are cre-

ated, edited by designers or modellers. The creator 

can decide which variables are to be included in the 

interface. Note that interaction with the model can 

be achieved in both modes.

The Design mode is used to design Views for a MyM 

model: in Design mode you can add and delete 

items, edit their appearance and copy the appear-

ance of one widget to other widgets.

If the viewer is started, it displays an empty view to 

the user. If the user wants to design a view, widgets 

can be added to the (empty) view. By selecting 

any of the items in the New roll-down menu (note 

that these items are only enabled if the viewer is in 

Design mode), and indicating the position and size 

in the Viewer (see  section “Adding Widgets” on 

page 40 ) the interface is extended with the selected 

widget.

If Design mode is selected, the more button (>>) 

in the dialogs that are accesible through the Edit 

roll-down menu are enabled. By pressing this more 

button more advanced edit options become avail-

able, e.g. the possibility to link templates. 

The following Dialogs can be used to edit a widget: 

 • Layout (see  section “Layout Dialog” on page 46 ).

 • Domain (see  section “Domain Dialog” on page 

50 ).

 • Dimensions (see see  section “Dimension Dia-

log” on page 52 )

 • Range (see  section “Range Dialog” on page 55 ).

How to delete widgets is described in  section “De-

leting widgets” on page 62  and the copying mecha-

nism for various attributes of a widget is described 

in  section “Copying Attributes” on page 61 .
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Moving and scaling widgets14.   

Objects are moved by using the middle mouse but-

ton. The middle Mouse button is simulated under 

Windows by using the combination ALT together 

with the left mouse button. 

To move a widget press the middle mouse but-

ton inside the bounding box (not near one of the 

corners) and move the widget to its new position. A 

red outline indicates the widget at its new position. 

Widgets are not allowed to overlap. If the widget is 

moved and overlaps another widget, the red outline 

will not be drawn. If a Container widget is moved, all 

its contents are moved with it. 

To scale a widget, pick one of its corners and drag it 

while keeping Mouse-Left depressed. The new size 

is indicated by an outline. 
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 Adding Widgets15.  

To add items to a view, select Add and select one 

of the available types by pressing the pop-up list 

next to the Add choice. The most common  types 

are Container and Variable. Select the Variable type 

to add model variables to the view, represented 

as bar charts, line graphs or some other appropri-

ate form (see  section “Widget Types” on page 70 ). 

Use Container to draw boxes that can hold multiple 

variables. Containers are used to provide structure 

to what could otherwise become an unwieldy collec-

tion of individual graphs. By grouping variables in 

containers and combining these sets into higher-or-

der containers, any  hierarchically structured system 

diagram can be superimposed on a given model and 

will be directly refl ected in the view being designed. 

Diff erent views can be designed to refl ect alternative 

organizations. 

 Adding a Container
A  container is added by pressing Mouse-Left 

somewhere in the Viewer, dragging and releasing 

the mouse once the box is large enough. Any exist-

ing widgets that lie completely within its borders 

become part of the new container. Widgets can also 

be added later, moved between boxes by dragging 

or deleted. Multiple containers are added by keep-

ing the SHIFT key pressed. To change the default 

appearance and title of containers, switch to Edit 

mode (see  section “Editing Widget Attributes” on 

page 43 ).
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 Adding a Model Variable 
To add model variables select  Variable and use the 

Variable Browser to select a variable.

The   Variable Browser lists the variables currently 

not in use in the selected view. To select a variable 

click on it, move the mouse to the Viewer and draw 

the outline by pressing Mouse-Left, dragging and 

releasing.

To remain in Add mode (i.e. to add more than one 

variable without having to select Add each time), 

press SHIFT while selecting a variable and drawing 

its outline.

To select the next variable, keep the SHIFT key 

pressed, and select another variable from the list.

The selected variable is indicated by a colored back-

ground.

 Filter
If the variable list is long, a substring of the vari-

able name can be used to restrict the list to names 

containing that substring.
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 16. Adding a Selector

In some situations you might want to be able to 

stear the dimension selection without letting the 

user use the (rather complicated) Dimension  Dialog.

In those situations you could include a so called 

’Selector’ object to your view. These selectors can 

be linked to dimension templates as descibed in the 

 “Scenario Template Files” on page 80 . 

A selector is represented by a button-box. By push-

ing one of the push buttons you can select or dese-

lect a class in the corresponding dimension. 

To add a  dimension selector select Selector in the 

New drop-down menu. Then select a simension 

from the presented list and move the mouse to the 

Viewer and draw the outline by pressing Mouse-Left, 

dragging and releasing. 

A dimension selector corresponds with one of 

the dimensions of variables in the model. Which 

dimension is determined by selecting the dimension 

template in the Dimension dialog (see  “Dimension 

Dialog” on page 52 ).

More information about selectors can be found in 

the  section “Selectors” on page 65 .
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 17.  Editing Widget Attributes

Widgets can be added to a view using the New roll-

down menu. They all come up with a default appear-

ance that can be changed. 

All attributes of a widget are grouped into several 

templates. The diff erent types of templates relate to 

the dialogs available. By using a specifi c dialog, e.g. 

a range dialog the user can change the appearance 

of the range. 

How to use dialogs is explained in the next chapters.
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 Widget Dialog18. 

To change the graph representation or displayed 

selection of dimensions, put the Viewer in Design 

mode and select a widget with Mouse-Left. A red 

outline indicates that the widget is selected. Choose 

Edit|Widget and the Widget Dialog will pop up. This 

panel contains the following lines: 

Widget
If the widget represents a model variable, its model 

declaration is listed here.

 Class
The widget is either a container, a variable, a domain 

variable (time dependent), or a selector. 

 Type
The type of graphical representation (bar chart, 

graph, map etc.). The options available under the 

selection menu depend on the class. The type is 

changed by Mouse-Left on the selection menu (see 

 section “Widget Types” on page 70 ).

 Subtype
Depending on the Type, diff erent subtypes can be 

selected. For bar charts these include normal versus 

stacked, for sliders horizontal versus vertical and 

so on. To select an available subtype, click on the 

Subtype choice and pick one.

 Dimensions
This browser can be used in two situations: to indi-

cate which dimension to use on the x-axis when dis-

playing variables with more than one dimension as 

a bar chart, and to indicate which dimensions to use 

on the two axes of a map when displaying variables 

with more than two dimensions. 

Press the line in the browser for the dimension to 

be selected. For gridmaps two dimensions can be 

selected. To select another dimension of a model 

variable on your axes, fi rstly deselect a highlighted 

dimension and then selected the dimension want on 

one of the axes.
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 19. Attributes and  Templates

The attributes of a widget is divided into several 

categories, i.e

 • layout

 • domain

 • dimension

 • range

 • type

For these categories of attributes GIM supports 

templates to determine the presentation attributes 

of the widget. 

Grouping these attributes in named templates has 

two advantages: it saves a lot of work when many 

widgets have to get the same appearance (which is 

almost always the case) and it allows the designer to 

create dynamic links between widgets. 

By using the same dimension template for diff erent 

variables with the same dimensions, the designer 

can ensure that whenever the user makes a par-

ticular selection on that dimension on one of these 

variables, all linked variables will also be restricted 

to the same selection.

Similarly, when using the same range template, scal-

ing or dragging one graph will automatically lead to 

similar updates of all other linked graphs.

The template editor can always be found in the 

advanced panel of the Dialogs. The template editor 

consists of an input fi eld and a browser. 

If you edit the name and this name already exists, 

then this other template will be used to determine 

the presentation of the widget, otherwise the name 

of the current template is changed.

If you select a template in the list of available 

templates (used by other widgets) then the current 

template is linked to the selected template.
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 Layout Dialog20. 

The layout dialog lists the attributes that can be 

changed for the current selected widget. The con-

tents of the attributes will be updated when another 

widget is selected (by clicking the Left-Mouse but-

ton). Attributes include:

 Label
For model variable widgets, the label is set initially 

to the model variable name. To change the label, 

type a string in the text fi eld. Use the tilde (~) 

character for line breaks (i.e. labels that use multiple 

lines). Linefeeds only have eff ect when a widget is 

closed. If a widget is opened, a tilde will be inter-

preted as a space.

Click on the color button next to the label text fi eld 

to change the color used for the label. This color is 

also used for the text along axes and for the legend 

(see  section “Colormap” on page 58 ).

 Font Style
The font selected is used for all text. The default 

font is Verdana. Some other fonts are also available.
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 Font Size
The maximum size to be used for text. The actual 

font size is determined by the space available for the 

text. The size ranges from small to huge.

 Alignment
The position of the label (when open).

 Box
The type of box used to contain the widget. Ten 

types are available varying in appearance up/down/

fl at, round/rectangle and shadowed or not. 

 Foreground Color
The Front button shows the color of the box. To 

change the foreground color, press it (see  “Color-

map” on page 58 ).

 Texture
The background pattern for a widget. i.e. a fi le in 

PNG or JPEG format. To select a texture for the 

background of the header, enter the name of a PNG 

fi le. If the fi le can not be found, no texture is drawn 

and this input is discarded.

 Background Color
The color of the background used for the data area. 

The button shows the current color. Clicking on it 

calls up the colormap browser.

 Header
The header checkbox determines whether the top 10 

percent of the widget should be reserved to display 

the name of the widget. A header can be colored 

independently from the rest of the widget.

The color of the header can be changed by clicking 

on the Header button.

 Header Texture
To select a texture for the background of the header, 

enter the name of a picture. If the fi le can not be 

found no texture is drawn.
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Advanced Layout Dialog
The advanced panel is shown when you click on the 

>> button. In the advanced part of the layout dialog 

you can edit:

 Picture
To place a picture on a widget enter the name of a 

fi le containing a PNG or JPEG picture. If the fi le-

name is non-existing or you use the wrong format 

no action is taken. 

 Overlay
Vector Overlays are an alternative way to draw a pic-

ture on a widget. A vector overlay is a specifi cation 

in terms of x,y coordinates of lines, polygons etc. 

The vector overlay is drawn on the background of a 

widget. To overlay a grid map of spatial data with the 

boundaries of countries, enter a  VSF fi le describing 

these borders as polygons. For more information 

consult the  section “Vector Specifi cation Format” 

on page 82 .

 Help Text
The name of a  HTML formatted fi le containing the 

Help text to be shown when a user hits F1 while the 

mouse is hovering over this widget. The path used 

is interpreted relative to  M_HELPROOT (see section 

“Environment Variables” on page 76 ).
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 Macro
In GIM Help texts, macros can be used to provide 

direct control over certain actions in the Viewer, 

such as zooming to a particular widget by clicking 

on a word or icon in the help text. These macros 

can also be linked to actions in the Viewer itself. So, 

a click on a button in the Viewer can be linked to a 

zooming action on a widget that is also part of that 

view. The same syntax is used as in help-macros. 

See  section “Macro Language” on page 66  for more 

details.

 Risk Area
Risk areas can be shown with diff erently colored re-

gions in the background of a graph or chart. Choose 

None, X or Y-axis. The number of intervals depends 

on the number of ticks on the axes. Colors used run 

from blue (low) to red (high). Select the point where 

green starts by entering a value for the x axis (fi rst 

number) or the y-axis (second number).

 Axis and  Line color
The color of the axes, grid and of the line used in 

zero-dimensional graphs (see  section “Colormap” 

on page 58 ).

 Input
This option is only present if the widget represents 

an input variable. The toggle determines whether 

the user will actually be allowed to change its value 

(default is ‘on’). 

 Grid
Toggle to determine whether a grid will be shown in 

graphs or charts.
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 Domain Dialog21. 

A domain is a template to specify the information 

needed to draw the x-axis. This domain can be ad-

justed in the domain dialog.

 Minimum /Maximum
The Minimum and Maximum determine which 

interval within the actual domain is shown.

 Auto
If you click on Auto, Minimum and Maximum values 

will be reset to the range in the model values.

 Decimals
The number of decimals to be used for domain 

values.

 Ticks
The maximum number of tickmarks to be drawn 

along the axis. The actual number used will depend 

on the available space.

 Format
Currently, two formats are supported, Decimal and 

Exponential.
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Advanced Domain Dialog
In the advanced panel (only available in design 

mode, and accesible through the >> button) you can 

edit:

 Template
Indicates the currently used domain template. You 

can select another by typing the name of another 

template or select one of the listed domain tem-

plates in the browser. 

If a new name is entered, the template is copied to a 

new instance with the given name.

 Unit
The label to use on the domain axis.

 Historical
Prevents users from changing function values for 

any point before this historical value. E.g. if you set 

Historical to 1995, values before 1995 are historical 

and can not be edited.
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 Dimension 22.  Dialog

A dimension in GIM is a template which describes 

which elements and (graphical) attributes a dimen-

sion of a variable has. E.g. a variable x[2,3], has 2 

dimensions. The fi rst dimension has 2 classes, and 

the second dimension has 3 classes. To a variable 

in a view (e.g. a grid map widget) 2 dimension 

templates are linked for which the user can edit the 

colors, labels etc. 

The top of the Dimensions dialog shows the name 

of the dimension template and where the variable in 

the view is linked to. Select the dimension to edit. 

Dimension 
To select a class click on an entry in the browser. An 

entry is deselected by clicking on it once more. If the 

browser is in Single mode (Single toggle is ‘on’), only 

one class can be selected, if the Single toggle is off , 

any number can be selected. The All button selects 

all classes, the Clear button deselects all classes.
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 Edit Dimension Template 

 Template
Indicates the currently used dimension template for 

the selected dimension. Other dimension templates 

can be used by typing their names or selecting a 

template from the list of dimension templates that 

are compatible (have the same number of classes) 

displayed in the picklist. If a name is entered that is 

not available in the list, a new instance is created, 

and the dimension is unlinked.

 Label
The label is used for the legend or printed along the 

x-axis of bar charts or grid maps. The length of the 

label is used to determine the space available for the 

classes in a legend. Add extra spaces to fi t longer 

class names in the legend.

 Mapfi le
The fi le name of a  Vector Specifi cation File ( VSF) or 

 a Raster Specifi cation File ( RSF). This fi le contains 

the shapes and positions of the cells to be used 

for individual values in Maps. For more informa-

tion about the use of RSF and VSF fi les see  section 

“Vector Specifi cation Format” on page 82  or  section 

“Raster Specifi cation File” on page 83 . 

 Type
For ordinal dimensions, classes are indicated by 

numbers, ranging from 1 to the size of the dimen-

sion. For nominal dimensions classes are indicated 

by the labels specifi ed in the Class input fi eld.
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Class No
The class no determines the entry in the classes list 

that will be edited. You can edit the label and the 

color. 

Class Label
By default, dimension values are indicated by num-

bers. To add a more informative label, like “Japan”, 

change the label in the text fi eld. This label will be 

used only when you set the type of the dimension to 

Nominal. Pressing > selects the next class, pressing 

< selects the previous class (NOTE: Only the classes 

selected are available for editing here, to edit all of 

them, fi rst press the All button in Select mode). 

 Class Color
To change the color code of a class, press the color 

button (see ). The coloring of graphs and charts 

depends on the selected dimension values. For each 

value you can specify a color and this color is used 

to indicate that value in the graph. When a graph or 

chart represent a multi-dimensional class the colors 

of the various values are combined in a striped 

pattern. For example, a two-dimensional class with 

value RED on dimension one and value BLUE on 

dimension 2 will be drawn as a checkered blue/red 

line. 

For bar charts the colors specifi ed for the values of 

the dimension drawn along the x-axis are normally 

not used to stripe the charts, unless this dimension 

is the only dimension of that variable.
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 Range Dialog23. 

The attributes that determine the appearance of the 

range of a widget can be shared among several wid-

gets. In the range template you can edit the entries 

how the ranges are presented on the screen.

 Unit
The label to be drawn along the y-axis. Its font is 

determined in the layout dialog. You can control 

the format that is used along the axis by dividing or 

multiplying by a number. E.g. if the numbers along 

the axis range from 0 to 5000, you could change it 

into 0 to 5 by adding *1000 in the unit fi eld.

 Min/ Max
The minimum and maximum values to be shown.

 Auto
Click on Auto to let GIM determine the minimum 

and maximum value for all variables using this range 

template. 

 Decimals
The number of decimals to be used.

 Ticks
The maximum number of tick marks on the range-

axis. Actual number depends on available space.

 Format
The format to print numeric values, i.e. Decimal or 

Exponential.
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Advanced Range Dialog
In design mode the advanced panel of the range 

panel is also available and looks like this:

 Template
Indicates the currently used range template for the 

selected widget. You can either type a name or 

select a range from the list. If the name is not in the 

list of range templates already present in the Viewer, 

all attributes are copied to a new range template 

with the new name.
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 Qualifi ers
 Qualifi ers are named  sub ranges. They can be given 

a color and used to indicate risk-areas in a graph 

or value ranges in maps. They can also be used to 

provide users with some qualitative support when 

setting values. The  Qualifi er selector lists the quali-

fi ers in increasing order.

 Add
Adds a new qualifi er. The Value fi eld is used to 

specify the upper bound of the sub range, its label 

and its color (see  section “Colormap” on page 58 ). 

After a qualifi er is added by pressing Save, the quali-

fi er mode return to Edit.

 Edit
If the Edit radio button is ‘on’, you can change the 

settings for the currently selected qualifi er. The 

Qualifi er panel appears, where you can change the 

following settings:

 Value
The value to be used for the qualifi er.

 Label
The label (e.g. high) to be used for the qualifi er.

 Color
Defi nes the color that is used for the qualifi er. In 

the situation where qualifi ers are used to indicate 

intervals, the interval from the previous qualifi er to 

the current qualifi er is given this color. Click on the 

Color button to select another color (see  section 

“Colormap” on page 58 ). 

 Delete
Removes the currently selected qualifi er from the 

list of qualifi ers.

 Save
Saves the currently changed information of the 

selected qualifi er from the list of qualifi ers.

Close
Changes are applied and the qualifi ers are updated. 

If a qualifi er is added it will be put in the qualifi er 

browser, ordered by value.
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 24.  Colormap

The colormap consists of 256 entries. The color-

map editor is used to edit and select entries in this 

colormap. The Colormap Browser displays entries in 

blocks of 64 colors, so the colormap is divided into 

4 blocks of 64 colors each. 

< and >
The next and previous buttons at the right of the 

colormap grid are used to browse through the four 

pages of the colormap.
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 Color buttons
Click on a color button to select that color. 

Doubleclick on a colored button to change that 

color using the standard color change dialog.

 Save
Saves the colormap in a fi le model.mcm. This color-

map will be loaded whenever this model is loaded..

 Load
The map stored in the modelname. mcm fi le is 

restored. 

Close
If you press the Close button the colormap browser 

disappears and the highlighted color is selected.
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Table Editor25. 

With GIM’s Table editor you have the option to 

set the values numerically. If the variable is multi-

dimensional and/or time dependent, you have to 

specify which dimensions to display in the table.
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 Copying 26.  Attributes

To copy the attributes from a widget to other wid-

gets, select the Copy menu item in Design mode. 

In the  Copy Dialog each attribute that can be copied 

is represented by a toggle or radio button. The at-

tributes are split into three sets:

 • Geometry

These attributes refer to the alignment and the 

width and height of a widget. Only one horizon-

tal and one vertical type of alignment can be 

selected for a copy. Alignments or changes in 

size that cause overlaps or boundary crossings 

are ignored without warning.

 • Layout

The attributes that are also found in the layout 

panel in Edit mode. For these attributes see  sec-

tion “Layout Dialog” on page 46 .

 • Templates

Template buttons under Model indicate whether 

a widget should use the same template for its 

domain, dimensions or range as the source wid-

get. Copying dimension templates fails if the size 

and number of dimensions do not match.
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 Copying mechanism
The copying mechanism works in a Windows-style 

fashion. Copying works as follows: select a widget 

that serves as prototype to copy asttributes from. 

Once selected (indicated by a red frame) select Copy 

from the Edit menu. The copy panel appears where 

you can indicate which attributes should be copied 

to other widgets by turning on the corresponding 

toggle. 

By selecting another widget and selecting Paste 

from the Edit menu, the selected attributes are cop-

ied to the last selected widget. 

 Deleting 27.  widgets

All widgets that are visible can be deleted from the 

view. A widget is deleted by selecting it in the view 

and choosing the Cut option in the Edit menu. Note 

that it is not possible to paste a widget; only attri-

butes can be copied.

Every widget that has been deleted appears in the 

Variable list that pops-up if you choose Variable in 

the New pop-up menu. Because the widget has 

been deleted from the list all attributes are lost and 

the widget reappears if you add it again to the view 

with default settings.

If you want to delete all widgets inside a container, 

delete that container as described above, and you 

will be prompted to confi rm your action (Yes). It is 

also possible to delete the selected box only (Select 

No).
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 28.  Scenarios

MyM includes the possibility to load, save and 

compare the results of diff erent model runs in the 

graphical user interface. By using scenarios users 

can set all (or several) variables including output 

variables.

The Graphical user interface supports 10 scenarios 

to be loaded into memory. These scenarios can be 

displayed side-by-side or in one for linegraphs and 

bar-charts. By default the data that is defi ned in the 

model is the fi rst scenario in memory. 

You can reload scenarios from disk, delete them 

from memory or save them to disk by using the 

  Scenario Manager (see  “Scenario Manager” on page 

29 ). If you save a scenario, all data specifi ed by the 

scenario template fi le is saved to disk and an entry 

is the modelname. msd fi le is added to organize 

the saved scenarios. If you want to load a scenario 

this modelname.msd fi le is consulted to see which 

scenarios are available (previously stored).

Scenarios (or better: datasets) are loaded by using 

a scenario template. This template behaves as a 

fi lter. Only the variables mentioned are stored or 

retreived. The format of this fi le is described in the 

 section “Scenario Template Files” on page 80 .

Important: To use scenarios in the graphical user 

interface, the  scenario template fi le should exist and 

have the same name as the model with the exten-

sion “.sce” and be put in the same directory as the 

model.
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 Selectors29.  

It is possible to add  button widgets to a view to 

represent a  Dimension selector. 

By adding a widget of class ’Selector’ you can have 

the same functionality as in the Dimension Dialog 

without having to open the dialog. The selector is 

represented by a button-box. 

In order to link a selector to a specifi c dimension 

template you should enter the name of the dimen-

sion template in the Label fi eld of the Layout panel 

for the given selector.

If you specify the dimension template to be in 

’single’ mode, only a single selection is allowed and 

the button box will act like a set of radio buttons.
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 Macro La30.  nguage

GIM supports the use of Macros. Note that you 

have to run in ’Use’ mode to be able to run the 

macros.

Supported Macros
Currently the following macros are available:

gim•  - causes actions in the GIM 

play•  - currently deprecated 

shell•  - causes a shell command to be run

All macros have the following format:#

macro

$% & ' () *% +, - ( ./ % & ' 0) *% + , - 0 1 23 4 /
where macro = gim, shell. The number of arguments 

and their use depend heavily on the chosen macro. 

For more information about macros and their argu-

ments consult the next subsections.

shell macro 
Supported argument is 

action 5 6 - + + $% 7 8 9: 0) command

2
 Causes the command to be run. E.g. on Unix:5 6 - + + $% 7 8 9: 0) + 5 ;% + 2

 would list the fi les in the 

current directory.

gim macro 
Supported arguments for command are:

action • 

fi le • 

model • 

object • 

scenario • 

view• 

The action argument determines which action in the 

GIM has to take place.

You can use one of the following values for action in 

combination with the listed arguments.
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 load  < => ?@ A B =C D E FC @ GH I A J D@ K = C Ename

L

 Loads a scenario.< => ?@ A B =C D E FC @ GH M = J N Ename

L

 Loads a view.< = > ? @ A B = C D E F C @ G H C O P J A B E nameH Q = F J E fname)

 Loads data from fi le fname into object name < => ?@ A B =C D E FC @ GH > C G J F Ename

L

 Loads a new model into the GIM.

 

save  < => ?@ A B =C D E I@ M J H I A J D@ K = C Ename

L
 Saves a scenario. < = > ? @ A B = C D E I @ M J H C O P J A B E nameH Q = F J E fname

L
 Saves data from object name into fi le fname.

 zoomin < => ?@ A B =C D E R C C > = D H C O P J A B Ename

L
 Zooms in on object name. The name needs to 

be the internal name and not the label that is 

given to that object.

 zoomout  < => ?@ A B =C D E R C C > C S B H C O P J A B Ename

L

 Zooms out on object name.

 open< => ?@ A B =C D EC T J D H M = J N Eview_nameH C O P J A B Ename

L
 Opens a box for object name in the view 

view_name.

 close< => ?@ A B =C D E A F C I J H M = J N Eview_nameH C O P J A B Ename

L
 Closes box for object name in view view_name.

 next< => ?@ A B =C D E D J U B V H M = J N Eview_name

W L
 If view_name is specifi ed this view is opened in 

the root of the panels. If the view is not already 

loaded, the view is loaded from disk. If no view 

name is given, the root panel is replaced by the 

next in the list of views for that panel.

 openall < => ?@ A B =C D EC T J D@ F F V H M = J N Evname

V H C O P J A B Eoname

W L

 Opens all objects recursively. If no objectname 

is specifi ed the root of the view is considered as 

root to open recursively, otherwise the object is 

searched which matches the oname specifi ed. If 

no object matches this name no action is taken. 
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If no vname is specifi ed, the openall applies to 

all views on screen, otherwise only for the view 

specifi ed (if found!).

 closeall X YZ [\ ] ^ Y_̀ a ] b_ c d\ b b ef g Y d h a g̀ \ Z d ef _ i j d ] ^ a_̀ \ Z d k l

 The same notes as for openall.

  

pause X Y Z [ \ ] ^ Y _̀ a m\ n c d l

 Normally for every macro you use in the GIM, 

the screen is redrawn. If you use multiple macros 

after another this might cause unneccesary 

updates. E.g. fi rst you load a view (redraw), and 

then you want to zoom in on an object (redraw). 

To prevent unnecessary redraws you can use 

the pause action at the beginning of a multiple 

macro statement. The redraw is resumed after a X Y Z [\ ] ^ Y _̀ a o d c n Z d l
 statement.

E.g. X Y Z [\ ] ^ Y _̀ a m\ n c d lp
...others_actionspX Y Z [\ ] ^ Y _̀ a o d c n Z d l

 

printX Y Z [\ ] ^ Y _̀ a m o Y ` ^ l
Prints the views currently displayed in GIM’s 

Viewer.

 resumeX Y Z [ \ ] ^ Y _̀ a o d c n Z d l
 Causes a run event followed by a redraw event 

and causes all following macros to invoke a 

redraw event. For more information consult the 

notes of pause.

 

runX Y Z [ \ ] ^ Y _̀ a o ǹ l
 Runs the model. 

 setX Y Z [ \ ] ^ Y _̀ a c d ^f g Y q d _ a r ^ _̀ h s ^ Z \ t s ^ Z Y ` sc m d d q s o d m d\ ^ u f g\ b n d a t l

 Sets the values in the video player. For repeat 0 

indicates off  and 1 on.X Y Z [ \ ] ^ Y _̀ a c d ^f g Y q d_ a r m b\ v s i m b\ v s m\ n c d s o d c nZ d u

 Sets the playing state of the video player.
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How to  specify macros in the GIM
Macros can be linked to widgets in the GIM. To 

specify a macro command just Select Use->Design, 

the widget where the macro actions should act on, 

and open the Layout Dialog (Edit->Layout). 

In the advanced part of the Layout Dialog (use the 

>> button), the macro command can be added in 

the macro fi eld. The macros are specifi ed without 

the “hlpmacro:” statement descibed before.

Note: Macro commands are only active in Use 

mode.
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 Widget 31.  Types

Currently the following widgets are available

Container•  to group other widgets.

Graphs•  for domain dependent variables.

Buttons•  for boolean variables and dimension 

selectors.

Dials, Sliders•  and Value Sliders for scalar variables.

Charts(Bar, Pie) • for dimensional variables.

Grid maps•  for multi-dimensional variables.

Maps•  for spatial data (represented in MyM as 

one-dimensional variables).

Container 
Containers are used to group other widgets (includ-

ing other containers). This  adds structure and hier-

archy and allows users to apply the general interac-

tions of zooming and opening/closing to groups as 

a whole. Containers have no subtypes, their appear-

ance can only be changed by editing their Box-type. 

They allow the general interactions available for all 

widgets: Zoom In, Zoom Out, Open and Close; they 

also allow Open All and Close All to open or close all 

widgets contained by them.

Graphs 
A graph is a representation for domain-dependent 

variables.

The color of zero-dimensional graphs is determined 

by the color that is set in the object layout panel. 

Multi-dimensional variables are represented by sev-

eral lines, one for each class in the cartesian product 

of the selected dimension values.

When classes are based on more than one dimen-

sion, they are represented by multi-color lines 

composed of the colors of the contributing dimen-

sion values. 
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Subtypes 

The subtypes include:

 • Line Graphs where consecutive points are con-

nected by a line.

 • Filled Graphs when at most one dimension of a 

variable has multiple values. Values for diff erent 

classes are stacked and indicated by fi lling the 

whole area between the value for a class and its 

previous class. 

 • Dotted Line Graphs where the sample points are 

indicated.

 • Dotted Graphs in which only the sample points 

are plotted, without connecting lines.

 Interaction

Press the right mouse button in the graph area to 

get a menu to select the mode for Mouse-Left or to 

perform a standard widget operation.

The following six modes are available for Mouse-

Left:

Show value•  — Shows the x and y values at the 

position of the mouse.

Edit Free•  — Edits the graph by pulling the values 

of the graph to new positions. 

Edit Line•  — Edits the graph by drawing a straight 

line between the point where you start editing 

and the point where you stop editing.

Edit expo•  — Edits the graph by drawing an expo-

nential curve, displaying the exponent. 

The default mode is Show-value.
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  Button
A widget that represents a boolean value. Pushing it 

with the mouse changes its value:

 • Push Button — The button is ‘on’ (i.e. True) 

when the button is down. 

 • Light Button — A button with a small “light” 

inside. Pushing the button switches the light on. 

The color for “on” corresponds with col2 in the 

layout of the button, while the color for off  cor-

responds with col1.

 Dial
A widget that represents a scalar value. The dial can 

also be used to animate a time-dependent scalar 

value.

 Slider
The slider widget shows a scalar value relative to 

some fi xed bounds. When sliders are used for do-

main dependent variables, the slider represents the 

value of the variable at the time step shown in the 

Time Control (see  section “Time Manager” on page 

34 ).

 Sub Types

The following types are available:

Vertical Slider• 

A vertical slider with a standard slide.

Horizontal slider• 

A horizontal slider with a standard slide.

Vertical fi lled Slider• 

A vertical slider with a bar slide

Horizontal Filled Slider• 

A horizontal slider with a bar slide.

Vertical Special Slider• 

A vertical slider with a fancy slide

Horizontal Special Slider• 

A horizontal slider with a fancy slide

 Interaction

You can change the value of the slider by shifting the 

slide to a new position using the left mouse button. 

If you release the mouse button the new value is 

sent to the simulator.
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Value Slider 
A value slider is a slider with the value of the slider 

also indicated numerically.

Bar chart 
Bar charts show the value (at time t) for selected 

dimension values. 

The classes of one dimension are plotted along the 

x-axis. For multi-dimensional data, multiple bars are 

drawn for each of the primary classes. These bars 

can be stacked or fi lled with a pattern, where the 

colors of the stripes correspond with the combina-

tion of colors of the classes.

Sub types

The following types are available:

Bar chart• 

Stacked Bar chart• 

Interaction

Values for the selected classes can be changed by 

clicking the left mouse button in the chart area and 

dragging the charts to the desired values. When the 

mouse button is released, the new values are sent to 

the simulator and the simulation is rerun, unless it 

has been stopped.

Pie charts
Pie charts show the values for a dimension in the 

form of pies. For all other dimension the user 

should select only one class.
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 Grid 
A grid can be used to represent multi-dimensional 

data in a two-dimensional matrix. 

Subtypes

The values of the data cells are mapped to a color 

taken either from a “ rainbow” scale or from the  

qualifi er colors defi ned in the Range template for 

this widget.

Interaction

Data can not be edited.

Maps
Maps are used for spatial data that is represented 

in MyM by one-dimensional variables. Data values 

are indicated by a color taken either from a standard 

“rainbow” scale or from the colors specifi ed in the 

range template (if the Qualifi er subtype is chosen in 

the Widget Dialog). Data points are either depicted 

as a uniform rectangle (a Raster Map) or as a poly-

gon (a Vector Map). While spatial data can also be 

stored in two-dimensional variables and presented 

as a Grid, this one-dimensional format is useful for 

sparse spatial data, as in the map shown, where 

only land-cells are computed. Storing these in a 720 

* 360 matrix would put great demands on memory 

and display time.
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Raster Map 
Each value is depicted by a colored rectangle. The 

size of this rectangle and its position for each 

dimension value are specifi ed in the Raster Speci-

fi cation Format fi le (RSF fi le, see  section “Raster 

Specifi cation File” on page 83 

If you click the Right-mouse button in the raster 

map a menu appears where the specifi ed regions in 

the raster fi le are listed in menu items. By select-

ing any of these items you select a part of the total 

raster picture.

Vector Map
In Vector Maps each entry is represented by its own 

polygon, as defi ned in the associated VSF (Vec-

tor Specifi cation Format) fi le. See   section “Vector 

Specifi cation Format” on page 82 .
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 Environment Variables32. 

The following subsections describe the GIM re-

sources and environment variables you can change.

Hypertext Browser
 M_DOCROOT  

This variable is deprecated in version 6. 

 M_HELPROOT  

This variable points to the root of the documen-

tation for the mathematical model. And should 

be adjusted to the place where you want the 

documentation to be or where it is for earlier 

defi ned help documentation. For local documen-

tation just use th path to the documentation like 

c:/project/uss/help/ . If you like to refer to an on-

line manual use http://www.yourserver/uss/help

M_HELPSERVER

This variable is deprecated

 M_DOCSERVER

If you do not intend to use the standard help 

viewer provided with the MyM package you 

should defi ne the name of the http-server where 

the help-documents are available by setting this 

variable.

 MMM_HOME

If you want the help viewer to come up with a 

standard help document you should set the 

MMM_HOME variable relative to the pathname 

of the document to the M_HELPROOT environ-

ment variable.

M_URL

Is deprecated.

HLPEDITOR  

Is deprecated. GIM has it’s own HTML browser 

included, and does not rely on an external brows-

er anymore.
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GIMs Viewer
M_QUICKSHIFT 

Interaction on GIM’s Model Viewer could be 

redefi ned by this variable. The use of this vari-

able is deprecated and replaced by the use of 

double-click. Double click acts a open/close, and 

Shift+Double Click zooms a widget in and out.
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 Scenario Template Files33. 

For saving and loading complete scenarios the user 

can defi ne scenario templates A scenario template 

is an ASCII fi le where the user specifi es which data 

should be loaded and saved. The template fi le con-

sists of a series of the following commands: 

HEADER • 

RUN • 

DIRECTORY• 

FILE• 

Text after the character ‘!’ is comment. The graphi-

cal user interface supplies the name entered in the 

Scenario Manager as an argument to the scenario 

template which can be used to parameterize the fi le-

names. This parameter is referred to as $1. You can 

also refer to an environment variable in the scenario 

template fi le by $(ENVDEF), where ENVDEF is the 

enviroment variable.

HEADER
HEADER (cmd)

Defi nes a standard header for the to data fi les to be 

written. ‘cmd’ is a shell command between double 

quotes with the same substitution rules as fi le-

names. The HEADER command must precede all 

FILE commands, and can only be defi ned once. With 

the header each data fi le is forced to get the same 

header.

RUN
RUN (cmd [, fl ags]); 

Executes the command ‘cmd’. ‘fl ags’ are optional. 

Supported fl ags are:

“• w” — execute command only for wrting sce-

narios

“• r” — execute command only for reading sce-

narios

“• rw” — (default) execute command for both 

reading and writing scenarios 
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DIRECTORY
DIRECTORY (dirname)

Defi nes the directory name to be dirname. This 

directory name is used to open all data fi les. If 

 DIRECTORY is used multiple times then the previ-

ous directory name will be overwritten (and thus not 

added, as with change directory). The default direc-

tory for data fi les is the current directory.

FILE
FILE (fi lename [, fl ags]) = varname {, varname} ;

Reads or writes the variables varname from fi le fi le-

name . The fl ags control how en what. The following 

fl ags are defi ned: 

“r• ” — read the fi le when reading scenarios 

“w”•  — create the fi le when writing scenarios

“a• ” —  write fi les in ASCII format

“b”•  —  write fi les in binary format

“l• ”: — read data lazy

If no fl ags are specifi ed, then “rwa” is used as 

default. If fl ags are used, r or w should be present at 

least.

When reading data the type and dimensions of the 

variable are checked but not the name of the vari-

able! If the l fl ag is used, only one variable follow.

Lazy read 

To save memory only the fi lenames for lazy variables 

are read when reading scenarios. Only if the data 

is really needed (for example in the graphical user 

interface when a graph should be drawn) these fi les 

are read.
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 Vector Specifi cation Format34. 

Widgets can be overlayed with polygons and lines. 

The Vector Specifi cation Format is ASCII and has 

the default extension .VSF . This format is also used 

for  Vector Maps.

The syntax of a . VSF fi le is: cmd [value1 value2]

The cmd is an integer value. The following cmd’s are 

available:

7 set color, using value1 as an index into the ac-

tive colormap

8 set x bounds, value1 defnes the minimum and 

value2 the maximum value that x takes.

9 set y bounds, value1 defi nes the minimum and 

value2 the maximum value for y

10 begin polygon

11 add a point, where value1 denotes the x value 

and value2 the y value

12 end polygon

13 begin line

14 end line

15 ends current drawing object, and resumes 

drawing at new point (value1,value2)

Lets examine the following  VSF example:

The fi rst line defi nes the color to be the second 

entry in the colormap. X -values are defi ned within 

[0.4, 0.9] while y values are clipped between 

[0.6, 0.7]. The fi rst object to be drawn is a polygon 

(code 10) with {(0.5,0.6), (0.51,0.62), (0.50,0.63), 

(0.51,0.6)} as the edges of the polygon.

w xy z{ | z{ }} z{ ~ z{ w� z� � z{ � z{ ~� � z{ � � z{ ~ x� � z{ � z z{ ~ �� � z{ � � z{ ~� x
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An interesting option is the use of the command 

“move point” (code 15). This option can be com-

pared with the action “pen up” for plotters. What 

actually happens is that the draw mode that was 

started before e.g. drawing a polygon is fi nished, 

and the drawing cursor is moved to the new speci-

fi ed point and the drawing mode is resumed. Using 

the move point option you can defi ne multiple poly-

gons or line to correspond the same data value of 

a variable. This is especially useful e.g. for coloring 

countries with islands for the coast, or rivers that 

are formed by several line parts.

 Raster Specifi cation File35. 

A raster specifi cation fi le (extension .RSF) can be 

used to display a sparse matrix by a raster map 

widget. A raster map widget is actually an optimized 

version of certain vector maps. A raster map is built 

of cells that correspond to geographically data. Each 

data cell corresponds to a rectangle on the screen. 

The  RSF fi le should be defi ned in the File name 

input fi eld in the Dimension Dialog.

The RSF fi le has typically the following format:�� � � �� � � � ���� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� �� �� � � � � � � � � � � ��� � �� �� � � �� � � �� � � � �
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Layout Dialog  38

Light Button  72

Line color  49

Line Graphs  71

Load

colormap  59

MyM data fi le  20

scenario  29

view  18 � 24

Load Scenario Dialog  31
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M
Macro  49

Macro gim  66

Macro language  66

close  67

closeall  68

load  67

next  67

open  67

openall  67

pause  68

print  68

resume  68

save  67

set  68

zoomin  67

zoomout  67

Macro run  68

Macro shell  66

Mapfi le  53

Maximum

range template  55

Mcm fi le  59

M_DOCROOT  76

M_DOCSERVER  76

Menubar  15

M_HELPROOT  48 � 76

Minimum

range template  55

MMM_HOME  77

Model documentation  10

Model options  26

Mosaic  10

Mouse

actions  20

middle  20

Moving widgets  39

Msd fi le  64

Multiple additions  41

O
On-line documentation  10

Open

All widgets  20

model  15 � 19

widget  20

Option fl ag  9

Options  18

model  18 � 26

save  18

Options Viewer  18 � 28

Overlay  48

P
Picture  48

Print

interface  15

version of MyM  10

Push button  72

Q
Qualifi er

color  57 � 74

label  57

Qualifi ers  57

Qualifi er selector  57

R
Rainbow  74

Range

attributes  45

template  56

Range Dialog  38

Raster map widget  75

Raster Specifi cation File  53
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Reset

data  20

Risk Area  49

RSF fi le  53 � 83

Run model  27

S
Save

colormap  59

MyM data fi le  20

qualifi ers  57

scenario  30

view  18 � 24

Save Scenario Dialog  32

Scaling widgets  39

Scenario  27 � 31 � 64

author  32

color  32

date  32

helpdoc  32

label  32

name  32

template  32

template fi le  64

Scenario Manager  17 � 29 � 64

Select

prototype for copying  22

scenario  29

view  24

Selectors  65

Short-cuts  22

Show

value  21

Slider  72

sub types  72

Specify macros

in gim  69

Sub range  57

T
Templates  45

Texture  47

Ticks

domain template  50

range template  55

Type attributes  45

Type dimension template  53

U
Unit

range template  55

Units  51

Unload

scenario  30

view  24

Use mode  38

V
Valuator widgets  72

Value slider widget  73

Variable  41

Variable browse  41

Vector maps  82

Vector specifi cation fi le (VSF)  48 � 53

example  82

fi le  82

Version control  28

View  18

default  18

defi nition fi le  23

dependencies  18

load  18

manager  18 � 23
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new  18

next  18

previous  18

save  18

Viewer options  28

W
Ways to start GIM  9

Widget

class  44

dimensions  44

subtype  44

type  40   44   70

Writing fi les

ASCII  81

binary  81

Z
Zoom factor  28
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